GRIDinside is a young, vibrant design

group which is not a new practice but a new
chapter of an already successful architectural
practice. As GRIDarchitects emerged to reflect the
evolving demands of the industry and our clients,
so has GRIDinside. While we are specialists in
residential interiors, we now have the ability and
autonomy to undertake retail, hotel, office and
leisure commissions.
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London // SE1 0SW
T: 020 7593 3260
www.gridarchitects.co.uk
www.gridinside.co.uk

inside knowledge We approach

design by understanding the aspirations and
culture of the client, and the context of the
building. No two projects are alike so we apply
years of market experience to each; whether to
private apartments, large residential developments,
PRS or public buildings. Our floor planning,
technical expertise and industry knowledge always
adds value .... and a few surprises !

“It’s not about a plan
that works ...
it’s about working the
plan.”

Ilaria
Laurence
Ferraboli Osborn

interiors
interior design
interior architecture

what is ...

in

side

inside inspiration We draw

inspiration from classic furniture, design, lifestyle
references, history, art and architecture. Our aim
is to create flexible and functional interiors which
not only have style and beauty but also soul and
atmosphere.
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“Bringing out the
building’s personality is
the focus”
the complete picture

GRIDinside offer a full FF+E specification,
procurement, installation and styling service to
compliment our architectural interiors.

rigorous delivery

The key for us is Seamless Integration of services
and finishes, strong creative ideas and themes
backed up by rigorous research and detailing.
And with this comes a practice that is big enough
to deliver to a high standard and on time.

quality management

Quality of design and documentation is only part
of the story. With our experience and knowledge
of procurement and construction we can add
value to the whole process from tender through to
completion.

“We see interiors as
part of the bigger
picture...the complete
building”
Stuart Gough - Design Director

